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Summary
CUEX is an algorithm that from recordings of solo music performances extracts the tone parameters for tempo,
sound level, articulation, onset velocity, spectrum, vibrato rate, and vibrato extent. The aim is to capture the ex-
pressive variations in a music performance, rather than to identify the musical notes played. The CUEX algorithm
uses a combination of traditional methods to segment the audio stream into tones based on fundamental frequency
contour and sound level envelope. From the resulting onset and offset positions, the different tone parameters are
computed. CUEX has been evaluated using both synthesized performances and recordings of human perfor-
mances. For the synthesized performances, tone recognition of 98.7% was obtained in average. The onset and
offset precision was 8 ms and 20 ms, respectively, and the sound level precision about 1 dB. Various applications
of the CUEX algorithm are discussed. For human performances, the recognition was 91.8% in average.

PACS no. 43.75.St

1. Introduction

Expression is one of the most crucial issues in music per-
formance [1]. The acoustic parameters of each tone1 (e.g.,
sound level, duration, timbre, vibrato) constitute the ba-
sic means of conveying not only the musical structure but
also the expressive intentions of the performer [2]. For ex-
ample, it has been shown that the emotional expression
of a music performance can be accurately predicted using
a limited set of acoustic tone parameters, even without us-
ing score information [3]2. However, extraction of tone pa-
rameters is a tedious task often done by hand, which has in
many cases restricted the data analysis to a limited number
of performances [4]. Hence, it would seem desirable to de-
velop more efficient means of analysing tone parameters.
Indeed, an algorithm that could automatically extract ex-
pressive tone parameters from music performances would
be a highly useful research tool, and could also be used in
various computer applications.

Received 8 April 2004,
accepted 30 November 2006.
1 Tone is used here for a sound event with an onset, offset and pitch. Note
is used for denoting the notated counterpart with a discretized duration
and pitch.
2 The acoustic tone parameters are in this context often called cues.
Hence the name CUEX (CUe EXtraction).

Algorithms for extraction of tones from audio record-
ings are now relatively common. Recently also record-
ings of polyphonic music3 have been treated with some
success despite the inherent complexity and difficulties
(e.g., [5, 6], see overview in [7]). So called audio-to-
midi conversion algorithms for monophonic music are
often included in computer software for music produc-
tion, such as score editors and music tutoring systems.
However, descriptions of these systems in the literature
are sparse, since in many cases the development has pri-
marily been done on a commercial basis, wherefore the
algorithms are not generally available and are difficult
to assess (e.g. Musicalis, www.musicalis.net; Interactive
player, www.playprosoft.com; Digital Ear, www.digital-
ear.com). The purpose of these systems has often been to
predict the music notation, for instance using it as input to
score editors. In contrast, our goal is to estimate the ex-
pressive variations found in music performance4. This is
akin to analysing how something is played (e.g., the ex-
pressive character of the performance) rather than what is

3 Polyphonic music is used here for denoting music in which several
tones are sounding simultaneously and monophonic music denotes music
with only one tone sounding at a time.
4 We will not consider here the further translation of tone durations into
music notation. This is a separate and, in this case, complicated task,
essentially requiring a backward processing of the expressive principles
used by music performers.
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played (e.g., the exact melody). The remainder of this ar-
ticle is structured as follows: First, we describe the CUEX
algorithm. Then, we report an empirical evaluation of this
algorithm. Finally, we discuss the implications and possi-
ble applications of the algorithm.

2. Method

The first step was to develop an onset-offset detector of
tones. Onset detection is needed in a number of differ-
ent audio content applications such as beat tracking, au-
tomatic transcription, and score following. The traditional
method of onset detection has been based on change of
either energy or fundamental frequency. Recently, some
more elaborated methods have been suggested using, for
example, change of energy in frequency sub-bands, simi-
lar to human hearing [8], a combination of phase and en-
ergy information [9], a combination of time and frequency
domain features [10], or probabilistic methods such as hid-
den Markov models [11, 12]. For a recent review, see [13].
The current onset-offset detection is based on a combina-
tion of sound level and frequency level5 information of the
incoming audio signal. Using this method, there are many
factors that may cause problems for the onset-offset detec-
tion:

Amplitude vibrato is a common feature in performances
on certain instruments (e.g., the flute), and the amplitude
changes associated with such vibrato may be of the same
magnitude as the dips in sound level between tones. There-
fore, a method based on amplitude alone could encounter
problems in reliably detecting tones that feature amplitude
vibrato.

Similarily, frequency vibrato in e.g. singing may be of
the same magnitude as the steps between tones, thus, caus-
ing problems for a frequency-based recogniser.

Legato tones on wind and string instruments are often
performed by only changing the frequency without giving
any extra attack such as a new bow. In these cases, there
is no noticeable change in the overall sound level, and a
method based on frequency level is hence preferred.

Repeated tones can usually only be detected through
change in sound level or attack spectrum, and would thus
be problematic for a method based on frequency level.

Overlapping tones on the keyboard or extra tones on
string instruments are common. Even in normal legato
playing of a scale on the piano there is a fair amount of
overlap [14, 15]. This is a potential source of error for
a frequency level extractor analysing monophonic music
recordings.

Reverberation distorts the original signal rather radi-
cally. The echo in a room will add several copies of the
signal with different delays resulting in an increase of the
noise in the frequency level extraction. Sudden changes in

5 Frequency level is used here for denoting the estimated fundamental
frequency on a logarithmic scale corresponding to the musical scale.
Pitch is the perceptual counterpart.

sound level will be smoothed out resulting in a less in-
formation about tone boundaries left in the sound level
data. This makes it difficult to analyse commercial classi-
cal recordings, which often are made in quite reverberant
environments.

In the development of CUEX, we considered the above
factors and tried to make a reasonable compromise among
different approaches by relying on a combination of sound
level and frequency level information. The main parts of
the method are:
1. Onset-offset detection from sound level
2. Onset detection from frequency level
3. Combining the onset-offset suggestions given by 1 and

2 above
4. Cue extraction
In the following sections, the onset-offset detection is de-
scribed step-by-step from 1 to 12. The different input pa-
rameters described below can be modified by the user.
Most of the input parameter values were determined man-
ually by testing with different examples. However, care has
been taken to define the methods and input parameters ac-
cording to psychoacoustic knowledge. The main input pa-
rameters are:
ioi_min is the minimum Inter-onset interval allowed. The
default value is 80 ms – corresponding to a slightly shorter
IOI than that has been suggested as the limit for perceiv-
ing individual tones in a series [16, 17]. This value may
exclude short grace-notes and similar embellishments.
dur_min is the minimum sounding duration of a tone. The
default value is 50 ms.
dyn_range is the maximum dynamic range from softest to
loudest tone. The default value is 35 dB, thus, somewhat
larger than the 30 dB dynamic range observed for many
acoustic instruments [18, 19].
max_amp_mod is the maximum amplitude variation al-
lowed without that a new onset is detected. The default
value is 10 dB, corresponding approximately to a percep-
tual doubling of the loudness [20, p. 206].
FL_window is the length of the window used for averaging
the frequency level. Default value 100 ms, thus twice the
minimum duration.
FL_thres is maximum fluctuation in frequency level dur-
ing a tone. Default value 0.5 semitones.

These default values are intended as a general setup
for instrumental music regardless of instrument. For vocal
music, depending on the singing style, some input parame-
ters needs to be modified. The intention has been to detect
onsets approximately within the perceptual limitation of
about 10 ms [21]. Therefore, rather small step sizes have
been used for computing sound level and frequency level.

2.1. Onset-offset Detection from Sound Level

Two sound level envelopes are computed using different
smoothing filters resulting in a fast-varying sound level
corresponding to the tone variations and a slow-varying
sound level corresponding to the variation at the phrase
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level. Crossing positions of these two envelopes define off-
sets and onsets. This method will detect also very slow on-
sets, which often will be missed by onset detection meth-
ods using for example peak-picking on the rate of change
of energy.
Step 1. The tone envelope is defined as the sound level
computed over 25 ms buffers with a hop size of 2 ms:

SLi = 20 log

ih+N

n=ih+1
[x(n) w(n)]2

ih+N

n=ih+1
w(n)2

dB, (1)

where i is the buffer index, N the number of samples in a
buffer, h the hop size, x is the original signal, n the sample
index, and w is a hanning window with size N [22].
Step 2. A sound level lower limit is defined as the highest
of either a level below the overall maximum sound level
set by the input parameter dyn_range or just above the
noise floor level determined automatically from the sound
file.
Step 3. The phrase envelope is obtained from the tone en-
velope constrained to the lower limit obtained in step 2.
A smoothing filter consisting of a one-pole low-pass filter
applied two times forward and two times in reverse with
a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz was used. The one-pole filter
was chosen since it gives zero ripple at transitions, and
the forward/reverse procedure was used in order to avoid
phase-shift (or time delay).
Step 4. The intersections of the phrase envelope and the
tone envelope together with a constant offset (default 5 dB
below the intersection) provide the first candidates for tone
onsets and offsets.
Step 5. Short tones. Detected tones with a duration shorter
than dur_min or with a IOI shorter than ioi_min are re-
moved.
Step 6. Identification of final onsets. A final onset is de-
tected if the span between minimum sound level before
current onset and maximum sound level after current on-
set is larger than the input parameter max_amp_mod spec-
ifying the maximum allowed amplitude modulation. The
minimum is computed between previous offset and current
onset. The maximum is computed between current onset
and next offset. An example of the two envelopes and the
resulting onsets and offsets are shown in Figure 1.

Obviously, this procedure will only detect onsets when
there is a dip in the sound level between tones. As noted
above, this will not happen when instruments with sus-
tained tones are played with legato articulation. For this
reason, an onset detection method based on frequency
level is also used.

2.2. Onset Detection from frequency level

From the frequency level detection, it is only possible to
detect onsets determined as positions of frequency level
transitions. There is no trace of offset positions in the fre-
quency level detection, because the tone is often sounding
or reverberating after the tone offset. The detection of the
fundamental frequency is done using the YIN algorithm
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Figure 1. An example of the onset and offset detection applied on
a short phrase played on a violin. The solid line is the tone profile,
the dashed line is the phrase profile, and the circles indicate the
detected onsets and offsets.

developed by de Cheveigné and Kawahara [23]. YIN was
optimised primarily for speech but has general applicabil-
ity. Basically, it is using an auto-correlation method with
a set of modifications in order to reduce errors. They re-
port an estimated accuracy of about 99% correct frequency
identification (within 20% of the correct value), as tested
on a very large speech database [23]. This result was about
three times better than the best result of ten other methods
also tested. However, in our own testing we found that cer-
tain musical instruments, such as the baritone saxophone,
still generated a fair amount of errors.
Step 7. Frequency level extraction. A frequency estimation
corresponding to the fundamental frequency f0 is obtained
from audio using the YIN algorithm. The hop size used in
the YIN extraction was 5 ms and all other parameters were
set to their default values. The frequency is transformed
to a logarithmic frequency level FL corresponding to the
MIDI standard (non-quantised MIDI tone number) so that
that FL = 60 corresponds to C4, and a step of 1 corre-
sponds to one semitone:

FL = 69 +
12

log 2
log

f0

440
semitones. (2)

Step 8. Median filtering. To reduce spurious errors, the
frequency level is smoothed using a median filter [24]
with the window size determined by the input parame-
ter FL_window. Using the default value of 100 ms, tones
shorter than 50 ms will be suppressed, thus coinciding
with the default value of the dur_min parameter. For vocal
recordings, a value of FL_window = 166 will smooth out
the vibrato, which is usually centered around 6 Hz [25].
The median filtering is an important step that smoothes
the frequency level considerably, but without loosing the
sharpness of the tone transitions, see Figure 2.
Step 9. Tone identification. Tone candidates are found by
identifying continuous frequency level regions that are
longer than dr_min and fluctuate less than FL_thres semi-
tones from their means.
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Figure 2. An example of the tone onset detection from frequency
level applied on the same phrase as in Figure 1. The lower line is
the frequency level profile resulting from the YIN algorithm, and
the upper lines are the median filtered, selected tones displayed
with an offset of ten semitones for clarity.

Step 10. Remove jumps in frequency level. Tones identified
in step 9 above that are lower than 13 semitones from the
preceding and following tone are removed. This removes
tones which were detected due to wrong estimation of the
frequency by the YIN algorithm.

An example of the resulting tone onsets from the fre-
quency level detection is shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Combining Sound Level and Frequency Level
Candidates

In this part, the onset candidates are combined in order
to get the final onsets. The starting point is the final on-
sets from the sound level detection in step 6. The resulting
tones are further divided into shorter tones if frequency
level onsets are detected within the tones.
Step 11. Time shift. The frequency level is time shifted so
that the average difference between simultaneous sound
level and frequency level onsets is zero. They are consid-
ered simultaneous, i.e. referring to the same tone onset,
if they are less than 60 ms apart. Thus, sound level onset
position is used as reference.
Step 12. Split tones. A new final onset is introduced if a
frequency level onsets if found within a tone detected by
the final sound level onset above, given that the remain-
ing IOIs before and after the new onset are longer than
IOI_min.

This completes the onset-offset detection, and we now
have what we need in order to compute the different cues
for each detected tone. The final extracted tones are shown
in Figures 3 and 5, see below.

2.4. Cue Extraction

Different timing parameters can now be obtained directly
from the final onset offset times. These cues are with a few
exceptions calculated for each detected tone.

IOI (s) is computed as the time interval from a tone’s
onset to the next tone’s onset.

Tone rate (tones/s) is the inverse of the IOI and can
be used as a rough indication of the tempo of the perfor-
mance.

Total duration (s) is the duration from the first onset to
the last offset and can be used as an estimate of the overall
tempo if the musical score is known.

Articulation is a measure of the proportion of silence to
IOI (i.e., staccato vs. legato) and is defined as the ratio of
tone duration and IOI , that is for the tone n,

Articulationn =
toffset,n − tonset,n

IOIn
. (3)

Note that according to this definition, Articulation = 1 for
legato playing (see [2]).

Sound level (dB) is measure of the overall sound level
from onset to offset. It is possible to compute either maxi-
mum, mean, median, or upper quartile (default). We found
that the upper quartile was the most useful measure, which
could be applied to a wide range of musical instruments. It
is fairly insensitive to both small errors in tone onset/offset
positions and fast variations in sound level. It also repre-
sents a good compromise that is giving an approximate
peak value for both percussive instruments (guitar, piano)
and sustained instruments (saxophone, voice). In order to
the reduce the error when there is a missing offset detec-
tion, only sound level values higher than 15 dB below the
maximum value are included in the computation.

Onset velocity (dB/s) is measure of how fast the tone
is attacked, i.e how fast the sound level is increased dur-
ing the initial part of the tone. Obviously, it can only be
specified when there is an onset detected from sound level.
It is computed as the derivative of the tone envelope at
the onset position using the slope between the sound level
value 2 ms after and 2 ms before the onset (corresponding
to one step before and one step after the onset in the sound
level buffer). Since only two points are used for the cal-
culation, it assumes that the sound level is rather smooth
during the onset. For our purpose the resulting precision
was adequate. A possible refinement would be to fit a line
to the whole onset envelope.

Figure 3 gives an example of the computed sound level
and onset velocity cues as well as the final onset and offset
positions.

Spectral balance is a measure for estimating the rela-
tive proportion of high versus low frequency content in the
tone. The audio signal is first divided into a low frequency
and a high frequency part by filtering with a lowpass filter
and a highpass filter, respectively. Each filter has a cutoff
frequency of 1000 Hz. The spectral balance is computed as
the difference in maximum sound level of the filtered sig-
nals between each onset and offset. This measure has been
shown to be effective in differentiating between different
performer intentions in previous studies [26]. An alterna-
tive approach could be to use the spectral tilt or the spectral
centroid; see e.g. [22].

The musical pitch (non-quantised decimal number) is
computed as the median of the frequency level from onset
to offset. An example is provided in Figure 5 below.
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Frequency vibrato refers here to more or less periodic
changes in the fundamental frequency of a tone. For each
detected tone, median values for vibrato rate (in Hz) and
vibrato extent (amplitude in cent) are calculated. For the
vibrato extraction, the unfiltered frequency level is taken as
a starting point, since the median filter (see step 8 above)
affects the vibrato. The vibrato extraction algorithm is de-
signed to find peaks and troughs in the frequency level of
the signal within a detected tone.

The vibrato extraction consists of the following steps for
each detected tone:
Vibrato step 1. Tone duration must be larger than 100 ms
Vibrato step 2. Smoothing. To reduce the effect of high-
frequent noise, which the vibrato detection is quite sen-
sitive to, the frequency level is low-pass filtered, using a
one-pole Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 24
Hz (well above the expected vibrato rate). The filter is ap-
plied one time forward and one time in reverse to obtain
zero-phase shift.
Vibrato step 3. Identification of peaks and troughs. All lo-
cal peaks and troughs of the frequency level envelope are
detected, using a peak-picking algorithm.
Vibrato step 4. Refinement of the peak and trough estimate
in step 3 (both regarding time and frequency level) is done
by applying a three-point square interpolation method.
This step improves the vibrato rate resolution substan-
tially.
Vibrato step 5. Detection of vibrato chains. Chains of al-
ternate peaks and troughs are identified, based on rate and
extent criteria for vibrato. Vibrato rate must be between
3 and 12 Hz, and vibrato extent must be between 5 and
150 cents. These ranges are set wide enough for capturing
most performance variations of vibrato [25, 27]. Peaks and
troughs not belonging to a vibrato chain, or chains contain-
ing less than 3 points are excluded. Normally, there will be
only one vibrato chain per tone, but exceptions to this may
occur depending on the performer.
Vibrato step 6. Calculation of vibrato rate and extent. For
each half-cycle, vibrato rate (VR) and extent (VE) are cal-
culated using a three-point method involving the two adja-
cent peaks/troughs [27]:

VRn =
1

tn+1 − tn−1
, (4)

VEn =
1
4

FLn+1 − 2FLn + FLn−1 , (5)

where tn indicates the time instance of the peak/trough and
FL is the frequency level, see Figure 4.

At the edges of the vibrato chains, a two-point method
is used instead. Thus, a vibrato rate and a vibrato extent
value are obtained for each half-cycle of the vibrato.
Step 7. Calculation of vibrato rate and extent for each
tone. To obtain one value of vibrato rate and extent per
tone, the median values of vibrato rate and extent are cal-
culated. The median is preferred over the mean, in order
to reduce the effect of strongly deviating values. In case of
no vibrato, the tone values of vibrato rate and amplitude
are set to zero.
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Figure 3. An example of sound level cues for the same phrase as
in Figure 1. The tone envelope (step 1) with the computed sound
level cue for each detected tone (dashed straight lines). The final
onsets and offsets from step 12 are marked with the crosses (x)
and the circles (o) show the sound level onsets from step 6. The
computed onset velocity cue is displayed with the thick lines.
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Figure 4. One complete vibrato cycle. The peaks and troughs,
used for the calculation of vibrato rate and extent, are indicated
with crosses.

An example of the computed vibrato extent applied to
the violin example is provided in Figure 5.

3. Evaluation

In the evaluation of the CUEX algorithm, we tested mainly
the tone recognition and the precision of extracted onsets,
offsets, sound level, and frequency level. To test the preci-
sion of the remaining parameters, more elaborate methods
need to be developed. We used both performances by mu-
sicians playing acoustic instruments and synthesised per-
formances. The human performances are the most ecolog-
ically valid test material and were evaluated with respect
to onset and offset positions given by manual annotations.
The synthesized performances were generated with known
variations that could more directly be compared to the cue
values extracted by CUEX.
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Figure 5. An example of frequency level cues for the same phrase
as in Figure 1. The analysed frequency level (step 7) with the
final tone frequency level (straight line segments) and the com-
puted vibrato extent (dashed lines). The final onsets and offsets
from step 12 are marked with the crosses (x).

3.1. Test set 1: Synthesized performances

The first set of test examples was generated using the Di-
rector Musices program for rule-based synthesis of mu-
sic performance [28]. A set of 52 melodies was selected
that were used in an earlier experiment [29]. The melodies
are mainly different classical themes as well as some folk
songs. Each melody was processed in Director Musices
with a typical “rule palette”, yielding performances with
natural variations of the performance parameters. For an
overview of the rule system see [30]. The resulting midi
files were then converted to audio using the built-in midi
synthesizer in the computer soundcard Soundblaster live.
One complication was that sound level is not specified in
the midi standard. Therefore, the synthesizer response was
measured and modelled in Director Musices. This cali-
bration method yielded a reasonable correspondence be-
tween the specified sound level and the resulting synthe-
sizer output. Four instrument timbres were used: piano,
electric guitar, clarinet, and violin, resulting in 216 synthe-
sized performances containing a total of 9864 tones. The
resulting audio files were processed by CUEX.

The extracted cues were compared with the correct val-
ues specified by Director Musices. A correct onset was
detected if an extracted tone was found within a time win-
dow 25 ms before the real onset to 25 ms before next real
onset. This large and relative window was motivated by
the sometimes large differences in the onset position in
the human performances. In particular, in slow tempi with
smooth onsets, there were large deviations between ex-
tracted cues and manually annotated onsets. The extracted
onsets were in these cases always later than the annotated
onsets.

The comparison of the extracted onsets with the real on-
sets was done using three different measures: Precision P
is the probability that a machine-generated onset is a true
onset. Recall R is the probability that a true onset is de-

tected. Precision is a measure of how much noise is gen-
erated by the algorithm. Recall is a measure of how much
of the ground truth is detected. The overall performance is
estimated by the F -measure which is the harmonic mean
of Precision and Recall. The three measures are computed
as

P =
Ncd

Ncd +Nfp
, (6)

R =
Ncd

Ncd +Nfn
, (7)

F =
2FP
P + R

, (8)

where Ncd is the number of correctly identified onsets,
Nfp the number of false onsets, and Nfn the number of
missed onsets. These evaluation measures were previously
used in the MIREX2005 audio onset detection competi-
tion6.

The accuracy in onset, offset and sound level was cal-
culated as the average difference between recognized and
original values. All values were normalized with respect to
the average in each example. This means that any constant
offset such as a slow attack in a sound will be disregarded.
This is appropriate considering that the main purpose of
the CUEX algorithm is to extract expressive performance
variations rather than specifying the exact physical loca-
tion of each tone.

The average results for the synthesized examples are
shown in Table I. The algorithm performed quite well for
most of the examples with an average F-measure of 98.7%.
The piano examples performed slightly worse than the oth-
ers due to relatively more errors in the fundamental fre-
quency detection.

In general, the incorrectly added tones were mostly due
to errors in the frequency detection, resulting in octave er-
rors and frequency level jumps within a tone. The missed
tones were (except for piano) mostly repeated tones that
were not recognized by the sound level detection.

The onset accuracy was in average 8 ms, which is some-
what better than the perceptual limit in psychoacoustic
measurements [21]. The offset accuracy was for all cases
larger than the onset accuracy. The offset accuracy was, in
particular, worse for the piano examples that had a rela-
tively fast decaying sound envelope. The accuracy of the
sound level estimates was verified by comparing the esti-
mates with the initial sound level. Note that this is a rel-
atively inaccurate estimation since there are also sources
of errors from the sound card precision in generating the
sound. Nevertheless, the sound level precision was for the
sustained instruments 0.6 dB and for the percussive tim-
bres slightly higher, thus, similar to the perceptual thresh-
old [20, p. 180]. One possible explanation for the higher
values could be that the sharp onset peaks in piano and
guitar is not properly estimated by using the upper quartile
of the sound level. A more precise estimation would be to

6 http://www.music-ir.org/mirex2005/
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Table I. Onset detection results and accuracy of onset time, offset time, sound level (SL), and frequency level (FL) for the synthesized
performances.

Instrument Precision (%) Recall (%) F Onset acc. (ms) Offset acc. (ms) SL acc. (dB) FL acc. (cent)

Electric guitar 99.9 99.4 99.6 6 10 1.4 3.1
Piano 99.0 94.6 96.7 10 44 1.1 36.0

Clarinet 99.9 99.2 99.6 8 11 0.6 3.2
Violin 100.0 98.1 99.0 8 14 0.6 3.4

Average 99.7 97.8 98.7 8 20 0.9 11.4

use the peak value for these examples but that would be a
trade-off of generality implying specific parameter setups
for different instruments. The accuracy of the frequency
level was surprisingly high with a mean deviation of only
3 cent for guitar, clarinet and violin, thus, well below the
perceptual threshold. The higher overall value for the pi-
ano was caused by the substantial, but nonfrequent, errors
in the fundamental frequency estimation, such as octave
errors.

3.2. Test set 2: Human performances

In order to test CUEX on “real” performances, a set of
20 recordings were collected from previous experiments
[31, 32]. The instruments were electric guitar, piano, flute,
violin, soprano saxophone, and baritone saxophone. In
these experiments the performers were asked to play each
melody with different emotional expressions. We selected
three melodies performed with either a sad or angry ex-
pression exhibiting large variations in the performance pa-
rameters. The intention was to have a test material that
exhibit the most of the problems mentioned in the be-
ginning with a spread of different timbres and percus-
sive/nonpercussive character. Thus, for example, some of
the flute, el guitar and piano examples contained substan-
tial amplitude vibrato, and of course, the violin had fre-
quency vibrato. The angry expressions sometimes pro-
duced harsh timbres and the sad renditions were challeng-
ing due to the dominant soft/legato expression. The on-
sets and offsets were cross-annotated manually by three
experts (co-author AF, ES and one external rater) using
the Wavesurfer software [33]. The raters all used the same
software setup with a waveform and a spectrogram display
and with the possibility to listen to marked sections. The
averages over the three values were used as the reference
for each onset and offset. The overall averaged standard
deviation for the raters was for the onset position 5 ms (pi-
ano/guitar 2 ms, sax/flute/violin 7–8 ms) and for the offset
position 19 ms (guitar 7 ms, piano/flute/sax 16-24 ms, vi-
olin 43 ms). For a further discussion about manual onset
annotation, see [34].

The results are presented in Table II. Overall, the recog-
nition rate was lower than for the synthesized perfor-
mances with an average F -value of about 92%. The rather
large differences between the instruments can be moti-
vated in terms of recording technique, timbre properties
and performance style. The signal from the electric guitar
was recorded directly from the amplifier. This resulted in

a very clean signal that was easily analysed, yielding an
F-value of 99.3%. All the other recordings were done with
a microphone and often with noticeable noise. The saxo-
phone examples performed notably worse than the others
with an F-value around 83%. For the baritone saxophone
this was mostly caused by errors in the frequency detection
by the YIN algorithm. For the soprano saxophone most of
the errors were caused by a rather extreme amplitude vi-
brato in one of the soprano saxophone recordings yielding
many false onset detections. Similar large amplitude vi-
brato in the flute examples and frequency vibrato in the
violin examples were in most cases properly processed by
the algorithm. The onset accuracy varied also substantially
with less than 10 ms for percussive timbres (piano, guitar)
and flute, while violin and sax had an onset accuracy of
about 26 ms. The offset accuracy was considerably higher
with an overall value of 146 ms. A higher value might be
expected since the raters exhibited four times larger time
deviations for offsets than for onsets (se above). Clearly,
the offset detection failed for piano in which an offset was
in most cases detected too early since the sound level en-
velope decayed rather quickly. For the other instruments,
the accuracy was surprisingly poor. However, the offsets
can still be used for a rough estimation of the articulation.

4. Discussion

In this article, we have presented a new algorithm, CUEX,
that through a segmentation of the audio stream based on
frequency level contour and sound level envelope extracts
the tone parameters for tempo, sound level, articulation,
onset velocity, spectrum, vibrato rate, and vibrato extent
from recordings of monophonic musical performances.
The aim was to develop an algorithm that would cap-
ture variations in such parameters that are important for
explaining expressivity in music, particularly expression
of emotions. The parameters extracted by CUEX have all
been found to be highly predictive of musical expression
of discrete emotions (for a recent review, see [35]). The
evaluations of CUEX in the present study indicated that
the overall tone recognition rate was in average 91.8%
for human performances, and 98.7% for synthesized per-
formances. The former case corresponds to an error for
almost every tenth tone. Thus, although the algorithm is
quite effective, its performance is far from perfect. A lower
recognition rate for human performances was expected
since there are more detrimental factors in this case, such
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Table II. Tone detection accuracy of the CUEX algorithm for the human performances.

Instrument Precision (%) Recall (%) F (%) Onset acc. (ms) Offset acc. (ms)

El. guitar 98.6 100 99.3 2 46
Piano 98.4 89.9 93.9 8 337
Flute 92.3 100 96.0 9 91
Violin 90.9 100 95.2 29 97

Sop.Sax 77.4 89.1 82.8 24 124
Bar.Sax 84.4 82.6 83.5 26 180
Average 90.3 93.6 91.8 16 146

as room reverberation, overlapping/extra tones, and larger
dynamic variations.

The extent to which the current performance of the
CUEX algorithm is judged sufficient or not clearly de-
pends on the specific use or application of the algorithm.
In certain situations, overall tendencies may be quite suffi-
cient for the purposes at hand, whereas in other situations
tone-perfect accuracy may be required. When detailed data
for individual tones are important, the outcome of the al-
gorithm needs to be corrected by hand. This is a rather
simple task, using the information in a graph, such as Fig-
ure 3, complemented with listening. This method is similar
to what is done in speech research, where large segmented
databases have been compiled in this manner (e.g. [36]).
Such databases have started to emerge also in music re-
search but a further expansion of valid test data is essen-
tial for the future development of computer-based music
analysis methods.

The performance of the CUEX algorithm is dependent
on a number of factors, such as the instrument, playing
style, acoustics of the room, and noise in the recording
equipment. Thus, direct comparisons with other methods
cannot be done unless the same test material is used. Given
the large diversity of suggested methods for tone onset
detection, it would be valuable to conduct a comparative
evaluation using a larger data set.

Though the recognition rate of CUEX is less than per-
fect, the current level of accuracy is sufficient for sev-
eral practical applications that rely on averages of tone
parameters across performances (or segments of perfor-
mances). In such circumstances, the output from CUEX
may be used directly, without the need for manual correc-
tion. Thus, CUEX is currently used both for research pur-
poses and in pedagogical applications. CUEX is a valuable
research tool because it may help researchers to swiftly
analyse the expressive characteristics of very large sam-
ples of musical performances, providing means and stan-
dard deviations for tempo, sound level, articulation, spec-
trum, onset velocity, and vibrato. For such purposes, occa-
sional errors in the detection of individual tones have little
practical importance.

Similarly, CUEX is currently used in pedagogical ap-
plications that do not require tone-perfect recognition rate.
Feel-ME [37] is a computer program that models the
communication of emotion between musician and listener
using the lens model developed by one of the authors
[26, 38]. The program automatically analyses students’

performances, and then offers detailed feedback suggest-
ing specific changes in the performance in order to im-
prove the communication of a particular emotion. The cues
used in the lens model are usually averages and standard
deviations of the tone parameters over the whole perfor-
mance. It is important that these cues are adequate, be-
cause the program would otherwise make incorrect sug-
gestions for the student feedback. However, the analysis of
the communicative process is based on correlational statis-
tics (e.g., multiple regression analysis) and is, therefore,
relatively insensitive to minor errors in the cue extraction.
Initial studies that evaluated the Feel-ME program indi-
cated that the accuracy of the extracted tone parameters is
quite sufficient for the task [39, 37].

CUEX is used in other applications as well. Although
it was developed in Matlab, a simplified, real time im-
plementation based on sound level information was previ-
ously developed in pd (pure-data). This version was used
in a model for predicting, in real-time, the emotional in-
tention of the performer and displaying the extracted pa-
rameters graphically using a moving “ball” object on the
computer screen [40]. The same module was also used for
a voice interface to the game Ghost in the Cave, which
is played by means of non-verbal expressive input from
voice and body gestures [41, 42]. Thus, the CUEX algo-
rithm can be used in a large number of different applica-
tions. Further research will be devoted to improving the
accuracy of the algorithm further.
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